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ociety Welcomes a Chance to btrat
After a Hectic Week of Ex m:

and Sigma Delta Chi gives this chance

the debut of a glamorous Mid-Yea- r Frolic

My ron
and his 13-pie- ce
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There's really no end to the good things that can

be said about Myron Lowther and his 13 piece Casa-

nova orchestra. Didn't reservations talk at the Lowne

Hotel in St. Paul? And didn't they at the

in City? They had to come tumbling in, in

order to continue the at And

stayed, and stayed, and stayed!

But best of all .they're coming For an ex-

tremely fortunate routing made it possible to get a

whose tour of the country is winning for it a "big-tim- e

name in American music. Their rhythms,

harmonies equal to the best.

the Columbia Chain that Myron

Get a Date Today!
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Lowther's interpretation of modern jazz was

to orchestras for whom time and good music

has won for the place now

You may not heard of this band. But give

it time. And after all, you'll be dancing to the MUSIC

not to the NAME.

It's going to be a grand affair. The first of its

nothing is being spared to assure its success even

expense second place for once. But to

you? No one dollar tax. Tickets will be offered

in a few days. But above all, on going, and get a

date today!

Get a Date Today!
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Coliseum Friday, January 26
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